
AERTiCKET is one of the largest independent airline wholesalers in 
Europe. Their primary business is the brokerage of airline tickets to 
travel agencies, tour operators and Online Travel Agencies. 
Headquartered in Germany, they also have subsidiaries in the USA, 
France, Spain, UK, Poland, Austria, Switzerland and Turkey. AERTiCKET 
cooperates with many consolidators worldwide to offer airfares and 
availability from over 100 countries.

BENEFITSFX CHALLENGES

The changing and unpredictable nature of the firm’s hedging 
requirements.

The significant risk due the increase in FX revenue from 2017/2018 
because of growing internationalisation.

AERTiCKET were able to achieve large scale international expansion 
without higher personnel costs or major FX risks.

FX management is now carried out in accordance with business 
rules and parameters set by the firm’s risk managers

KANTOX SOLUTIONS

AERTiCKET implemented a micro-hedging program to handle frequent 
pricing updates and hedge their foreign currency sales in a more 
timely manner.

Kantox Dynamic Hedging® streamlined the collection of AERTiCKET’s 
foreign currency exposure data while removing costs and operational 
risk. 

“With Kantox we have found a professional partner in FX 
hedging for the internationalisation of our business”

 Benjamin Helmer,
Finance and Investment Controller

Kantox’s application programming interface (API) fully automated 
solution integration. 
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Currency Management Automation software for 
end-to-end FX automation

The need to lighten the heavy manual FX management workload that 
was overwhelming their team.

How AERTiCKET improved its hedging with 
Currency Management Automation

Efficiencies were achieved by automating the end-to-end FX 
workflow, saving time and allowing the treasury team to focus 
on more value-adding tasks.



How AERTiCKET improved its hedging with 
Currency Management Automation

Exposure data (e.g. purchases or sales 
orders, bookings, payable or receivables, 
forecasted transactions) is sent from the 
client’s ERP/TMS to Kantox Dynamic 
Hedging® Solution via API connection.
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DH automatically monitors the exposure 
and determines the amount and the 
timing of the hedges according to 
business rules defined by the client.
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DH triggers the execution of the 
hedge.
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Kantox executes the 
trade.
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Kantox sends back 
trade details to the 
client’s TMS or ERP.
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Kantox is a leader in Currency Management Automation 
software that enables businesses to automate their end-to-end 
corporate FX workflow, remove currency risk and leverage foreign 
currencies to increase competitiveness.

With offices in London and Barcelona, we have grown into an 
international team of over 120 professionals from across 36 
nationalities.

Interested in learning more?
Book a session with one of our Currency Management 
Specialists, and discover how Currency Management 

Automation can help your business 

Request a demo

OUR AWARD WINNING SOFTWARE

How AERTiCKET improved its hedging with 
Currency Management Automation
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https://finance-insights.kantox.com/cma-demo-request-en

